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hamois is about a passion for 

genuine handicraft t radi tions.  In 

every  product, in every         detail, in 

every pattern the soul of the  Orient is  lovingly 

 brought into the  present.  Chamois brings 

to life  positive  emotions and  ex pressions, 

with  beautiful design that makes an  instant 

 impression but are also  adapted to suit 

modern tastes.







PAISLEY
The Paisley pattern is more than two thousand years old, 

 originating in Persia. It came to fashion among the 16th 

century shawl makers in the Kingdom of Kashmir. Over the 

 centuries it has spread to all  four corners of the world and 

 become a much loved, classic  pattern used in many areas 

of fashion and interior  design. In the Chamois collections it 

 features on our table linen,  cushions and bags.







SMALL PAISLEY
A very pretty, smaller version of the Paisley pattern in delicate 

pastel  colours, making it perfect for table linen. Our Chamois 

patterns are all hand printed using  wooden blocks on pure 

 cotton. Every product is uniquely imperfect and will always 

have a story to tell.





GUDRI
This collection was inspired by the discovery of a stunning 

bed spread known as a Gudri. With its more graphic and 

 contemporary style, it features on table linen, bedspreads, 

 cushions and bags which are sometimes enhanced by  

decorative stitching.







SPRAY & BUTTI
All Chamois patterns and colour schemes have been designed 

so that  collections can mix and match. For instance the Butti/

Spray cushions are printed with different patterns on each side 

 making them a perfect  complement to our cutwork bedspreads 

and stonewashed cushions. 







THE STORY OF OUR PASSION

Chamois is a fashion and soft furnishing brand for those who love  design and 

appreciate beautiful things. It was born out of my love for interior  decoration, 

fashion and travel. Having left a long career in the world of international 

 finance, my desire to travel brought me to India.    I fell in love with its impressive 

history and long tradition in  shawl making and textile handicraft. 

I decided to change my lifestyle to follow my passions and started to  produce 

shawls, and the product range that has grown to become today’s Chamois fashion 

and soft furnishing collections. 

We work closely with family run businesses and small factories, with hundreds of 

years of textiles experience passed down the generations in Kashmir, Rajasthan 

and other textile regions in India.

I have built strong relationships with our producers and artisans. Our love for 

handicraft and design has helped us to develop firm bonds based on a shared ethos. 

This is the foundation on which Chamois stands today – a successful,  sustainable 

business based on strong partnerships and mutual values.

SHARING OUR PASSION!

Charlotte Amlé

CEO & Founder



CHARLOTTE AMLÉ, FOUNDER

+46 (0) 705 80 01 71
ca@cadetailandtrade.com

CARIN LENNARTSSON, SALES

+ 46 (0) 727 05 54 22
info@chamois.se

SHOWROOM

+ 46 (0) 727 05 54 22 
Påarpsvägen 288
269 95 Båstad, Sweden
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